• Please list *three or four* upper division/graduate courses you would like to teach:
  Special Lecturers: please indicate here if you would be willing to teach Calculus I (170) or Calculus II (175).

• Lower division courses you would like to teach, in order of preference:

• Courses you do not want to teach:

• How do you feel about: (Circle your responses; I will do the best I can.)
  – One prep (all classes sections of one course)
    want  indifferent  don’t prefer, but can accept  definitely do not want
  – Two preps (especially if you have a three course load)
    want  indifferent  don’t prefer, but can accept  definitely do not want
  – Three preps (irrelevant if you have a two course load)
    want  indifferent  don’t prefer, but can accept  definitely do not want
  – back-to-back courses?
    want  indifferent  don’t prefer, but can accept  definitely do not want

• Some Calculus I and II sections are scheduled with non-standard exam times. See my website or broncoweb for times and details. If you teach a Calculus class how would you feel about having the unusual exam time? (circle one)
  want  indifferent  don’t prefer, but can accept  definitely do not want

• Please indicate any times of day that you are either unwilling or unavailable to teach.

• Please provide any other relevant information.